
Spirent Field Service Kit
Instructions and ESD Information

Kit Contents
• 24-inch x 24-inch Mat

• Adjustable Fabric Wriststrap

• Dual Wire Coil Cord



The Costly Effects of ESD

We have all seen static electricity in the form of lightning or perhaps felt a zap when reaching for a door

knob. When you feel a static shock, you are experiencing a minimum of 3,000 volts of electricity. This

“shock,” known as Electro Static Discharge or ESD, can damage sensitive electronic components.

While you can feel electrostatic discharges of 3,000 volts, smaller charges are below the threshold of

human sensation. Unfortunately, even extremely small charges can, and do, damage semiconductor

devices. Many of the CMOS technology components used in Spirent Communication’s test equipment

can be damaged by charges of less than 1,000 volts. Some of the more sophisticated components can be

damaged by charges of 10 volts or less.

As electronic technology advances, electronic components tend to become smaller and smaller. And as

the components’ sizes are reduced, so is the microscopic spacing of insulators and circuits within them,

increasing their sensitivity to ESD.

ESD damage to electrical components can be compared to the damage viruses and bacteria can do to the

human body. Although viruses and bacteria are invisible to the human eye, they can cause severe

damage even before you can detect their presence.

Many of the common activities you perform daily generate charges on your body that are potentially

harmful to components. Some of these activities include:

� Walking across a carpet: 1,500 to 35,000 volts

� Walking over an untreated vinyl floor: 250 to 12,000 volts

� Working at a bench: 700 to 6,000 volts

� Opening a vinyl envelope used for work instructions: 600 to 7,000 volts

� Picking up a common plastic bag from a bench: 1,200 to 20,000 volts

ESD Prevention Tips

The following procedures will reduce the possibility of ESD damage:

� Always work on a static-safe workstation or on the portable field service kit mat.

� Remove all unnecessary items from your work area. Paper, tape, Styrofoam cups, furry stuffed toys and

clothing can tribocharge, creating potentially damaging static electricity. Because these materials are

insulators, static charges on these items will not be drained away even when placed on your grounded

field service mat. Wearing an ESD-approved lab coat is also recommended.

� For proper and safe grounding, tie the ESD ground directly to and at the same potential as the

equipment ground.

� Use ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCIs) if power is to be used at an ESD protected area.

� Check for proper wiring configuration of all electrical circuits at the ESD protected area, paying

particular attention to the circuits used as the tie-in point to the utility ground.

� Always transport and store ESD sensitive equipment (even damaged parts) in static shield bags.

Sensitive components can be damaged by ESD at any time – particularly when boards are being

handled. When handling electronic devices, hold the component by the plastic edges. Avoid touching

the metal leads.

� When passing loaded boards or components between individuals, ground both people to the same

ground point or potential.

� Avoid bringing components in contact with your clothing, hair or insulative materials.



The Spirent Field Service Kit

The Spirent Field Service Kit provides a complete, portable static-safe service area for working with

sensitive electronics in the field. When properly grounded, the field service kit mat will remove the

electrostatic charge from conductive objects that are placed on the mat.

With correct use of the Spirent Field Service Kit, you can protect

against failures caused by static damage of components during

installation.

Kit Contents

� 24-inch x 24-inch mat with two pockets and two connection points

� Adjustable fabric wriststrap

� Dual wire coil cord with snap connection for wrist strap and

banana plug/alligator clip for ground connection

Instructions

1. Remove the field service kit parts from the plastic bags and lay the

mat flat with the pockets facing up.

2. Place the wriststrap on your wrist (left wrist for right-handed, right

wrist for left-handed). The mat has connections on the right and left

side. Pull the strap snug, making sure the metal area contacts your skin.

3. Snap the wriststrap side of the dual wire coil cord to the wriststrap.

4. Snap the dual wire cord center connection to the mat.

5. Power down the equipment under

repair before beginning work.

Hazardous voltage may exist inside

the equipment. Do not use near

voltages greater than 250 volts.

6. Connect the common ground cord

plug to ground. Metal equipment

frames, metal electrical conduits

and green wire building grounds

may provide acceptable ground

points.

When finished with the field service

kit, place the strap and cords into the

mat’s pocket and fold the kit around

the pocket.

Maintenance

For optimum electrical performance,

the mat should be cleaned regularly

with a mild detergent and water

solution or an antistatic cleaner. Do

not use cleaners containing silicone.

They will build up a coating on the

surface that destroys the static control

properties of the mat.
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